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As aircraft fleets age a greater share of the operator's sustainment resources need to be used 

on through-life-support of the airframe, especially under traditional time-based maintenance 

practice which requires costly and time-consuming non-destructive inspection (NDI) on 
maintenance critical components. Similarly for fracture critical components designed using a 

safe life approach, the sustainment burden may increase substantially when the airworthiness 

authority mandates a safety-by-inspection (SBI) approach for such components to maintain an 

appropriate level of safety. In this case the SBI program involves periodic non-destructive 

inspection (NDI) at an inspection time based on a number of aircraft flight hours. The regular 
application of conventional NDI can be a time-consuming and expensive process, particularly 

when the area of interest is difficult to access and requires significant disassembly. 

In some cases structural health monitoring (SHM) approaches provide, in principle, a far 

more cost efficient and rapid basis for NDI. In contrast to conventional NDI practice, a 

diagnostic inspection through SHM is done by means of a network of structurally integrated 
sensors and actuators. Once the network is installed, inspections can be done without the need 

for component disassembly, and diagnostic information can be obtained at will and with 

minimal expense thus significantly reducing through-life support costs and improving aircraft 

availability. For these reasons, SHM promises to be an attractive option, especially for the 

aircraft structural integrity manager when implementing SBI programs. In essence SHM 
systems add to the assortment of inspection tools within the NDI toolbox available to aircraft 

structural integrity managers for cost-effective management of their aircraft fleets. 

The goal of research activities at the Australian Defence Science and Technology 

Organisation (DSTO) is to develop autonomous, robust and reliable SHM systems which can 

be retro-fitted to existing aircraft. Activities at DSTO are focused on two SHM approaches, 
viz., acousto-ultrasonic (AU) and thermoelastic stress analysis (TSA). Both methods 

potentially offer an effective broad area, low transducer density, low-cost and reliable means 

of SHM for military platforms. The paper outlines the AU-SHM approach developed at 

DSTO under an ONR funded program using low profile piezoceramic transducers and fibre 

Bragg gratings (FBG) for wide-area damage detection. The use of FBGs enables the spatial 
and temporal measurement of the elastic stress wave which provides a means of extracting a 

robust damage metric. A parallel program involves the development of a unique experimental 

facility to achieve an effective and efficient means to assess the durability performance of 

piezoceramic transducers used in the AU-SHM system. The second SHM approach outlined 

in the paper is based on a novel low-cost, rugged and compact TSA system based on 
microbolometer detector technology for non contact full-field stress analysis. The system 

developed at DSTO is called Microbolometer Thermoelastic Evaluation (MiTE). As 

commercial microbolometer devices reduce in size and cost, MiTE systems could have 

significant ramifications in the area of SHM. An integrated MiTE-SHM capability in 

operational aircraft could continually monitor structural ‘hot spots’ providing both diagnostic 
and prognostic information to aid in efficient structural management. This paper provides an 

overview of the technology and outlines some of its potentially unique SHM capabilities 

through laboratory coupon studies and demonstrations on a full-scale fatigue test of a flight-

critical aircraft structural component.  
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